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I
ncreased customer satisfaction, 
improved quality in bank processes, 
cost reductions, and promotion of 
banks’ perception as innovation lead-

ers: That sounds like a winner – and all goals 
that can be achieved via advanced ‘human’ 
artificial intelligence (AI).

Or ‘bots’ for short.
There has been a lot of talk about the 

potential offered by bots, but we are now 
starting to see hard evidence.

Take Alior, for example. It was the 
deserved winner of the award for Best Cus-
tomer-Facing Technology at the annual RBI 
global awards in May for its Dronn project.

The Dronn is an AI system deployed in 
Alior Bank to support remote customer ser-
vice, which uses an automatic voice recog-
nition, semantic analysis, speech synthesis 
(text to speech), natural language processing 
and biometrical voice authentication. The 
system was implemented for debt collection 
and marketing surveys.

Initial results:  

• A 31% increased efficiency for the 
number of calls – Dronn Agent call 
to 99.5% of debtors versus 68.9% of 
debtors called by contact centre agents.

• The cost of servicing individual cases 
fell by 85% compared to the previous 
process.

• Amounts collected during campaigns 
increased by 25%.

Alior was also a deserved winner of the Big 
Data, Analytics and AI award at the Efma 
and Accenture 2016 Global Banking Awards 
in October.

Meantime, Royal Bank of Scotland (RBS) 
is launching Luvo, an online chatbot that 
will answer customer questions online and 
help direct them to the right places.

The launch follows a successful trial of 
the tool with 1,200 RBS staff handling small 
business inquiries, such as lost PINs.

The chatbot is built using IBM’s Wat-
son tool, with future plans including more 

complex areas such as providing increased 
personalisation and predictive analytics to 
detect possible issues before they arise, to 
make a recommended course of action.

Sweden’s SEB is rolling out a new artificial 
intelligence agent named Amelia. Built with 
semantic understanding, Amelia interacts 
with customers through natural language 
and – it is claimed – even senses customers’ 
emotions.

ABN Amro has also got in on the act 
with a bot that offers insight into custom-
ers’ income and expenses, while the Money 
20/20 show in October featured the debut of 
Bank of America’s Erica.

Erica will in time become a virtual system 
that will work across a number of voice-first 
platforms including Siri, Cortana and Wat-
son.

UK start-up Atom Bank is also integrat-
ing AI into its mobile app, which it says will 
provide near-human customer care.

The machine learning technology from 
WDS – part of Xerox – uses analytics to 
capture the context of each customer inquiry 
and respond appropriately. 

So the timing is perfect for the December 
debate at The Digital Banking Club to dis-
cuss whether bots are ready to be bankers.

The attractions for banks to invest in bots 
are obvious, but what is likely to be the cus-
tomer reaction? Might this not appear to be 
another bank cost-cutting initiative?

Woe betide any bank that launches a bot 
offering that has a hit-and-miss success rate. 
The damage to the value of a brand if digital 
assistants offer dud advice is obvious.

But in areas such as helping the visu-
ally impaired, cognitive services have huge 
potential and can only help in boosting digi-
tal inclusion. 

Bots and AI may not be as revolution-
ary as some suggest, but can play a part in 
making banking more efficient and become 
a part of a bank’s larger portfolio of digital 
touchpoints.

Douglas Blakey
Douglas.Blakey@retailbankerinternational.com

F i r s t 
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Are millennials worth the attention?
Pick a bank, any bank, and it will tell you how it  is really committed to targeting the millennial segment. 
But behind all the noise of apps, social media and selfies is there anything of substance? Are the marketing 
efforts effective? Or, like the dome, are they a resounding waste of money? Douglas Blakey comments

I
t seems that some banks are forgetting 
a well-tested mantra: follow the money. 
Are they targeting their marketing 
efforts on those customers who are cur-

rently the most profitable? Those customers 
most likely to purchase savings and invest-
ments products? Mortgages, premium credit 
cards and pensions?

One might be forgiven for thinking that 
banks’ entire marketing efforts are focused 
on teenagers addicted to Snapchat, Netflix, 
and WhatsApp, but with little in the way of 
disposable income.

What does a bank need to do?
Let us take the example of an imaginary 
bank. Our imaginary bank invests mas-
sively in social media. It designs wonderfully 
informative, colourful apps. 

It invests in personal management tools 
because the poor dears in their 20s cannot 
possibly be expected to budget without 
something on their smartphone telling them 
how much they have spent on Spotify.

The bank spends on a large scale to articu-
late their mission and aims to elicit an emo-
tional response to its brand, because millen-
nials want to be a part of something bigger. 
The bank will target so-called early adopters.

Millennials, so the argument goes, sneer at 
traditional advertising so instead, our imagi-

nary bank will spend money on external 
marketing experts and consultants who will 
create content to engage with millennials.

They will tell the bank that millennials do 
not appreciate sales gimmicks but do like 
firms that invest in community building, 
and will hammer home how well Uber and 
Airbnb have done by focussing on conveni-
ence. If only the bank could make banking 
as easy as buying in one click from Amazon, 
because millennials lead such busy lives they 
cannot be expected to take out a new prod-
uct if it cannot be accomplished in seconds 
with nothing but a single touch.

What do millennials expect?
Key influencers is another buzz term. The 
bank will be told by its marketing expert 
that you need key influencers to be part of 
the community. 

Next up is usually customisation. Heaven 
forbid that a bank is guilty of not embrac-
ing its brand identity – millennials will have 
little patience with an app that cannot be 
customised.

Then there is video. Millennials love online 
video, so our imaginary bank better set aside 
a six- or seven-figure sum to invest in content 
that millennials will engage with and share.

Millennials love online reviews, because 
they are apparently incapable of making a 
major decision until they have discussed 
it with folks they trust – so the bank best 
ensure that they have great online reviews. 

Chances are that many millennials still live 
at home and are more interested in entertain-
ment and paying rent than in any financial 
services.

Misunderstood millennials
At last, along comes a report, well 

researched and well thought out that sug-
gests many banks have been focusing their 
marketing efforts on the wrong segment 
of millennials. Misunderstood Millennials: 
Have Financial Institutions Got it Wrong?, 
published by conducted by Osterman 
Research for Mitek, suggests that younger 
millennials – those aged 18-22 years – are 
not yet financially independent. 

It argues that it is only when millennials 
reach 29-34 years that financial services 
become a necessity. 

This – combined with the fact that millen-
nials in this age group are becoming occu-

pied with advancing in their careers, pur-
chasing homes and starting families – makes 
them a prime market for a variety of expert 
financial services. 

In short, financial institutions that market 
to younger millennials are aiming their mar-
keting efforts in the wrong place and at the 
wrong people.

The increased cost of education and hous-
ing has meant that younger millennials are 
more concerned with paying off student debt 
and affording a place to live than with their 
financial future. 

This changes as people get older, join the 
workforce and develop savings goals and 
habits. Older millennials have more dispos-
able income and so are more focused on their 
futures.

The fact that well over one-half of millen-
nials switched to a different institution when 
they were not able to complete an application 
on a mobile device should sound alarm bells 
among decision makers, as it underscores the 
critical importance of the mobile experience 
and a relative lack of brand loyalty.

On a positive note, the report finds that 
the banking sector is considered by UK mil-
lennials to offer the best mobile experience 
in the context of convenience, functionality 
and security: 48% rate their mobile banking 
experience as ‘good’ or ‘excellent’ against 
retailers (39%), taxi services (32%), airlines 
(29%) and telecoms (23%).

The most depressing stat, at least for this 
writer, in the report is the finding that 17% 
of UK millennials take five or more selfies on 
a typical day.

In the US, the proportion of millennials 
taking five or more selfies per day increas-
es across the different age groups, whereas 
among Canadian millennials, it decreases as 
they age.

In total, 43% of millennials would like to 
authorise purchases for products and servic-
es using their selfies – only 3% do so today; 
38% of millennials would like to verify their 
identity using selfies – only 7% do so today. 

This indicates a significant, unmet demand 
from millennials in the UK who want to use 
selfies for a greater variety of commercial 
and transactional activities, if only they were 
permitted to do so.

For this writer’s part, let’s hope this is just 
an added option and does not become com-
pulsory.<

Report highlights:
• 40% of millennials in the UK have signed 

up for a new financial services account, 
such as a checking account or a credit card, 
using their mobile device. Both in the UK 
and the US, millennials have a greater like-
lihood to use a mobile device to sign up for 
financial accounts as they get older.

• 27% of UK millennials have found current 
mobile sign-up processes to be either slow 
and cumbersome, or so poor that they 
abandoned the sign-up process completely.

• Among UK millennials who were not able to 
complete the sign-up process for a finan-
cial account using their mobile device, 56% 
found a different institution that would 
support their desired mobile experience, 
while 25%  went to a traditional bricks-
and-mortar establishment.<
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Europe’s millennial shift is real, but is it important?
There are constant discussions on how to attract the millennial market, and as the sector – roughly aged 
between 18 and 35 – is now coming into the peak of its purchasing power and economic productivity, the 
debate is more intense than ever. So how can banks attract this bunch? Patrick Brusnahan reports

D
escriptions of millennials are many 
and varied. One of the most com-
mon adjectives used is digital-savvy, 
a huge group that cannot live without 

their smartphones to hand.
This is particularly important consider-

ing the spread of mobile phone technology 
across the world, both in developing and 
developed economies.

Payment systems company VocaLink sur-
veyed over 4,000 millennials to understand 
how technology and social media influences 
their lives, and how this affects their view of 
payments. 

Inseparable from technology
Samsung is the millennials’ choice of phone 
in Germany, Italy and the Netherlands, 
according to VocaLink, with respective mar-
ket shares of 44%, 41% and 39%. However, 
in the UK, iPhone ownership eclipses Sam-
sung with a 46% share of the market com-
pared to 30%. 

Rather than reaching for tablets, millen-
nials continue to prefer laptops and PCs. In 
total, represented by 68% of German millen-
nials, while only 41% use a tablet. In the UK 
the gap is smaller, with 65% using a laptop 
or PC while 52% use a tablet.

Wearables have not received the same 
amount of success. While one in five US millen-
nials own some form of wearable technology, 
in the four European countries that VocaLink 
surveyed, none of them broke 10%.

Some 71% of Italian millennials said they 

could not live without their smartphones, 
and 68% of their Dutch counterparts agreed. 
In total, 61% of UK and 54% of German 
millennials believed they could not live with-
out their device. 

There are many reasons for this. In the 
UK, 75% of millennials liked technology that 
allowed them to customise, while 80% of Ital-
ian millennials agreed that smartphones and 
laptops give them more freedom of mobility.

Millennials and their money
The majority of millennials’ banking is done 
online. In the Netherlands, physical or voice 
interaction with banks seems to be almost 
dying out, according to VocaLink. 

While cheques remain stubbornly popu-
lar in the US, it is a different story in Europe 
where many now scan cheques online.

In the Netherlands, 27% of millennials 
who deposit cheques now do so using a lap-
top or PC, and 27% use mobile phones. Only 
6% of Dutch millennials use cheques.

In fact, one UK millennial, aged between 
18 and 25, said: “I sent my brother a cheque 
last year, but purely as a joke to make him 
wait for his money.”

While cash and bank transfers are still the 
most popular forms or payment, 13% of 
Dutch and 14% of Italian millennials have 
adopted mobile payments. Some 32% of 
Italian millennials use PayPal to make inter-
national P2P payments, compared to 29% 
of German, 27% of UK and 17% of Dutch 
millennials. 

What does this all mean? 
While the results of this survey suggest that 
millennials are looking to technology for their 
banking and payments solutions, it does not get 
any more specific than that. 

Depending on the country, there could be 
any number of options. Some 65% of Italians 
agree that they prefer to be able to manage all 
their accounts via a mobile app or website, 
while 36% of Germans feel the same way.

Similarly, 64% of Italians agree that they 
wish they had more control over the way 
people pay or reimburse them, while only 
29% of Dutch millennials agreed with that 
statement. 

These varied opinions even sway into the 
security side of things, with 42% of Dutch 
millennials preferring to use fingerprint scan-
ning to pay by mobile, while 42% of UK and 
German millennials prefer eye scans to verify 
payments. 

While the millennial shift is in no particu-
lar direction, what it does highlight is that 
there is a desire for more options.

Whether that is instant payments or bio-
metric authentication, there are factors that 
influence how millennials bank and make 
payments. 

Choice is crucial. The report states: “Mil-
lennials seem to resent anything that requires 
them to pay or be paid in a particular way.”

Banks need to be able to offer everything 
and offer it well. Otherwise, this market, 
which is still growing, is going to aim its 
sights elsewhere. <

n GERMAN MILLENNIALS ON SOCIAL MEDIA 
(%), 2016 

Facebook
58%

Instagram
12%

Twitter
8%

Snap-
chat
7%

Source: VocaLink     
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Future banking today at Emirates NBD

Emirates NBD has unveiled a stunning Future Lab within Dubai’s Emirates Towers, highlighting the bank’s 
ongoing drive towards digital innovation and multichannel transformation. Is this impressive branch a 
premonition of the shape of things to come? Douglas Blakey takes a closer look

“I
t is quite fantastic – the best thing we 
have done and the reaction has been 
amazing,” Michael Allen tells RBI.
“What I was pleased about was that  

the bank was brave. This project has taken 
a lot of guts in a region where banks have a 
reputation for being conservative, but they 
really went for it.”

Allen is talking animatedly about Emirates 
NBD’s Future Lab in Dubai’s famous Emir-
ates Towers complex. And when one looks at 
the branch, his enthusiasm is understandable.

Designed by allen international as a key 
initiative of Emirates DBD’s digital strat-
egy, the branch is designed to accelerate the 
development of next-generation digital and 
mobile banking services with the aim of 
increasing digital banking adoption in the 
UAE.

Richard Benson, the allen international 
director in charge of the project, tells RBI: 

“The innovative digital branch incorporates 
both physical and digital designs, and three 
seamlessly connected zones.”

The Digital Banking Zone offers self-
service banking facilities where customers 
can use intelligent teller machines provid-
ing video connections to remote service staff 
against a backdrop of a large digital wall.
“This wall creates a truly immersive expe-

rience, and presents allen international’s 
unique digital ‘Horizons’ animations, pro-
viding a strong visual expression of Emirates 
NBD’s coverage and position as the UAE’s 
bank of choice.

“It also demonstrates the brands commit-
ment to delivering innovation and conveni-
ence across Dubai and the UAE 24-7.”

The Future Banking Zone is the first of 
its kind in the UAE, and showcases digital 
innovations developed with technology part-
ners such as the Visa Connected Car, Mas-
terCard’s Virtual Shopping Experience, and 
SAP’s Augmented Reality Real Estate and 
Mortgage Digital Solutions. 

This changing interactive exhibition space 
will provide a laboratory environment for 
customers to trial and collaborate in the 
development of innovative products and ser-
vice pre-launches.

Benson adds: “The design utilises all four 
aspects of allen international’s philosophy 
and expertise:

“It provides fully immersive physical and 
digital interactions, it represents the very 
unique essence of the Emirates NBD brand 
personality, and inspires the optimum staff 
culture and behaviours. 
“This all combines to create a connected 

customer experience unlike any other – a real 
glimpse of future banking, today.”

The Relationship Zone is the consultation 
area of the branch and provides a relaxed 
environment for customers to browse the 
bank’s products and services and meet one-
to-one with Emirates NBD’s financial advis-
ers. 

The branch has also been fully designed to 
provide universal accessibility with service 
points, interactive tablets, meeting pods and 
assisted transaction counters. <

Emirates DBD’s digital drive accelerates
• Twitter: Emirates NBD has partnered with 

Twitter to become the first bank in the region 
to offer customer support features through 
its Twitter account.

• Eva: This is the first AI-based chatbot virtual 
assistant for banking in the Middle East and 
North Africa. The bank’s Future Lab is pilot-
ing Eva’s voice capabilities via a customer 
user group. The test version includes chat-
bot capabilities via the bank’s Facebook mes-
senger, and will soon to be extended to its 
mobile banking app. 

• An enhanced mePAY cash transfer service: 
This facility enables cash transfers to recipi-
ents who are not Emirates NBD customers or 
do not have a bank account. The expanded 
offering, which works via any Emirates NBD 
ATM or customers’ mobile banking app, ena-
bles customers to transfer cash to anyone in 
the UAE using only the recipient’s mobile 
number.

• Pepper: A humanoid artificial intelligence 
robot adds a fun element to customer 
engagement.<
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Accenture snaps up allen international to expand branch and digital expertise
Leading design consultancy allen interna-
tional has been acquired by Accenture.

Since being founded by Michael Allen 25 
years ago, allen international has worked 
with more than 350 banks around the world 
including nine of the top 20 banks.

The two firms have successfully worked 
together on a number of high-profile pro-
jects in recent years, including AIB’s high-
tech concept LAB branch in Dublin and State 
Bank of India’s digital sbiIntouch branch 
network.

Michael Allen tells RBI:  “This is an ideal 
partnership. Accenture can focus on the 
back office bit and we do the customer expe-
rience part. We can combine our expertise 
to really reduce costs for banks, and look at 
the digital platform for existing branches in 
a modular way.

“Together, Accenture and allen interna-
tional will offer a total package, reducing 
costs, increasing customer engagement, 

automating the operations part and intro-
ducing the digital platform in-branch, 
thereby making the customer journey much 
more effective.”

He adds that there is also a good f it 
between the firms personality-wise, and 
that Accenture fully understands the need 
to have a loose arrangement and keep the 
ethos of allen international.

“The branch is alive and kicking, and while 
its role will evolve, it remains an important 
and exciting area, as research conducted by 
Accenture shows.

“Our work with over 350 banks globally to 
reinvent branch strategies and structures 
has helped them to address these evolving 
challenges and significantly grow bank rev-
enues, while increasing customer satisfac-
tion by 20% and significantly reducing the 
cost to serve, cutting refurbishment costs.”

Sushil Saluja, Accenture senior MD of 
financial services in Europe, Latin America 

and Africa adds: “Our acquisition of allen 
international will expand and complement 
our capabilities to help banks make the 
branch a physical manifestation of the digi-
tal experience.

“Equally crucially, it will allow us to help 
banks reduce their distribution costs, typi-
cally by 30%, while still maintaining cus-
tomer engagement.”

He adds: “While consumers increasingly 
prefer to engage with their bank via digital 
channels, there is still a need for branches, 
with nearly 70% using them for important 
financial decision making. 

“Branches also still play a key role in brand 
positioning for banks and are seen as vital in 
building customer trust despite lower usage.

“When switching banks, customers give 
greatest consideration to a ‘phygital’ bank 
model that offers the right blend of branch 
and digital services.”<

 y Pepper the robot greets and engages customers  y Digital interfacing is encouraged 

 y VR allows customers to interact with a digital wall  y One-on-one customer interaction is available
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India’s cash crisis: Is 
digital the way forward?

The decision from the Indian government to cancel the legal tender of INR500 ($7.50) and INR1,000 notes, 
in an effort to tackle the ‘black money’ issue, has had widespread effects on the populace. Maybe this is the 
perfect time to embrace the digital realm. Patrick Brusnahan investigates

I
n a sudden address to the nation, Indian 
Prime Minister Narenda Modi stated 
that the two highest-denomination notes, 
approximately 85% of India’s circulating 

currency, would cease to be legal tender.
While people could deposit old notes in 

banks and post offices until 30 December 
2016 – and at specified offices of the Reserve 
Bank of India (RBI) until 31 March 2017 – 
there has been panic, particularly as banks 
and ATMs were closed for a period to help 
in the transition.

Thousands of consumers spent hours 
queuing outside banks to obtain any amount 
of the new notes that the government is still 
in the process of printing, and ATMs are still 
being recalibrated for the new INR2,000 
notes. 

The chaos can be summed up by a robbery 
in Bangalore, as a driver delivering new cash 
for ATMs stole INR9.2m. 

India’s digital future
With the cash crisis ongoing, it is a good time 
to look how the digital payments market in 
India is progressing. 

Given the 1.3 billion population, electron-
ic payments are less popular than might be 
expected. Cash accounts for 96.8% of the 
total payment transaction volume, a share 
that is expect to fall over the next five years. 

According to Timetric research, the annual 
value of card transactions is $78.8bn, with 
an average annual spend per card of just over 
$98. There is less than one card (0.63) per 
person and an average of only 0.26 monthly 
transactions. In contrast, China’s population 
has, on average, over four cards each, and 
Malaysia and Thailand have 1.71 and 1.52, 
respectively. 

Competition in India’s alternative pay-
ments market has increased. State Bank of 
India (SBI) launched the State Bank Buddy 
digital wallet in August 2015; as of March 
2016 4.8 million transactions worth $35.1m 
had been made. Of these, $1.8m were made 
at merchant outlets. Other digital wallets 
launched by banks include Pockets by ICICI 
Bank in February 2015, and Lime by Axis 
Bank in September 2015. 

The emergence of mobile-only banks 
is also likely to accelerate the shift to digi-
tal. Singapore-based DBS Bank launched 
digibank, India’s first mobile-only bank in 
April 2016. Customers are entitled to unlim-
ited cash withdrawals and receive cashback 
and discounts on purchases. 

Contactless is set to take India by storm. 
ICICI was the first bank to introduce the 
technology in January 2015. It was quickly 
followed by SBI, Axis Bank, Bank of Baroda, 
HDFC Bank and Standard Chartered.

The shortage of cash following the demon-
etisation is expected to encourage the use of 
new options.

Digital wallet Paytm registered a more 
than 400% rise in transaction volume and 
a 200% rise in transaction value within 24 
hours of the demonetisation announcement. 

Visa analysis
India has been attempting to be less depend-
ent on cash for a long time. In the early 1990s, 
the RBI led a development of technological 
infrastructure that facilitated the creation of 
a payment and settlement ecosystem.

In 2007, parliament passed the Payment 
and Settlement Systems Act, after which the 
central bank released a series of vision docu-
ments for 2009-2012, 2012-2015 and 2015-
2018.

The papers were supplemented by initia-
tives to promote the acceptance and deeper 
penetration of electronic payments. 

The government encouraged the shift to a 
cashless society with its push for digital pay-
ments through the JAM trinity: the Prime 
Minsiter’s Jan-Dhan Yojana, Aadhaar, and 
mobile connectivity programmes.

Visa analysis shows that in the area of elec-
tronic payments, India’s performance lags 
behind Brazil, China and Russia.

This is attributed to its limited progress in 
terms of financial inclusion. In 2014, more 
than 50% of Indian adults held an account 
with a financial institution, compared with 
nearly 70% of adults in Brazil, Russia and 
China. 

Visa claims that the Jan-Dhan Yojana pro-
gramme will address the issue of financial 
inclusion. So far, 242 million bank accounts 
have been opened and over 180m debit cards 
issued.

India’s net cost of cash – 1.7% of GDP – is 
high when compared to developed econo-
mies. This results from the high share of 
coins and notes in circulation, at 13.6% of 
GDP in 2015. Consequently, India’s average 
number of per-capita card transactions lags 
behind leading less-cash economies.

In 2015, India had 10 transactions per 
capita compared with Brazil’s 163, South 
Korea’s 420, and Sweden’s 429.<

n PAYMENT INSTRUMENT SHARES BY 
TRANSACTION VALUE IN INDIA (%), 2012

Cash
5.42%

Note: figures do not add up to 100%.
Payment cards accounted for 0.24%
and debit cards accounted for 0.13%

Credit transfers
         82.52%

Cheques
   11.68%

Source: Timetric     

n PAYMENT INSTRUMENT SHARES BY 
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Cash
4.55%

Note: figures do not add up to 100%.
Payment cards accounted for 0.45%
and debit cards accounted for 0.14%

Credit transfers
         87.92%

Cheques
  6.94%

Source: Timetric     
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Can American banks 
put a price on loyalty?

Top US banks such as Bank of America (BofA), Chase, Citi and Wells Fargo have been investing heavily in 
credit card reward programmes to attract new cardholders and retain the loyalty of existing customers, 
but both the market and how banks benefit from the schemes are changing. Robin Arnfield reports

A
report by Nomura Instinet ana-
lysts Bill Carcache and Yuman Lui, 
Rewards War Update, estimates 
that between 2010 and 2016 the six 

largest US credit card issuers paid out over 
$100bn in credit card rewards, which have 
grown at a compound annual rate of 14%.
“Since 2010, American Express (Amex)’s 

rewards expense has increased by only 36%, 
versus the more than doubling of rewards 
that we’ve seen at other issuers – clear evi-
dence of the heightened competitive intensity 
that the industry is experiencing,” the report 
says. 
“Amex is no longer the runaway rewards 

leader it once was. We estimate that the 
rewards rate that Amex customers are cur-
rently receiving represents roughly half of 
what Visa and MasterCard issuers are pay-
ing their premium cardholders on competing 
products. We expect Amex to face persistent 
upward pressure on its rewards expense, par-
ticularly in a market where heightened trans-
parency exists around the value of rewards, 
and consumers have no tolerance for being 
short-changed.”

Rewards payouts
Nomura estimates that Amex paid $6.8bn 
in credit card rewards in 2016, down from 
$7bn in 2015, while Chase increased its 
payouts from $5bn in 2015 to an estimated 
$6.6bn in 2016. 

BofA increased its payouts from $1.7bn in 
2015 to an estimated $2bn in 2016, while 
Citi’s payouts doubled from $1.3bn to an 
estimated $2.6bn, Capital One increased its 
payouts from $2.7bn to an estimated $3.2bn, 
and Discover Financial Services increased its 
payouts from $1.3bn to an estimated $1.4bn.

Once the runaway US credit card rewards 
leader, Amex is no longer the standout play-
er, and BofA, Capital One, Citi, Chase and 
Discover have truly stepped up their games, 
Nomura says.
“Attractive credit card rewards like these 

have fuelled credit card spending volumes, 
with purchase volume growth increasing 
at a compound annual growth rate of 8% 
over the 2010–2016 timeframe,” it contin-
ues. “Notably, the growth rate in credit card 

rewards expense (around 14%) has out-
paced the growth rate in spending volumes 
by around 500 basis points.”

Nomura says the $13.9bn increase in gross 
credit card interchange revenues that issu-
ers generated between 2010 and 2016 was 
almost entirely paid out over the same period 
in higher rewards.

The investment firm says its analysis shows 
that issuers are not generating much earnings 
benefit from rewards-fuelled growth in credit 
card spending volumes. 
“Instead, we believe most issuers are seek-

ing to use their reward programs to drive 
customer engagement, with the end goal of 
capturing the benefit of revolving behaviour,” 
Nomura says.
“The issuers have succeeded, with indus-

try balances growing at the fastest rate that 
we’ve seen since the Great Recession.”

The increase in account numbers
The American Bankers Association (ABA)’s 
November 2016 Monitor, which reflects 
credit card data from April to June 2016, 
found that the number of new US credit card 
accounts rose to 84.9m in the second quar-
ter of 2016, up 11% from a year earlier. The 
steady growth in new accounts contributed 
to a new post-recession high of 342 million 
total open credit card accounts, the ABA says.

Monthly purchase volumes rose 5.1% for 
sub-prime credit card accounts, 6.9% for 
prime accounts and 8.3% for super-prime 
accounts in the second quarter of 2016 com-
pared to the second quarter of 2015, the ABA 
reported.
“While the number of new credit card 

accounts rose to a new post-recession high of 
84.9 million, sub-prime accounts comprised 
just 20% of this amount – down from 28% 
in early 2009 and virtually unchanged for the 
last four years,” the ABA says.
“In addition, the average credit line for a 

sub-prime account has risen slowly (7%) 
over the last three years, and remains 25% 
below post-recession levels.”

According to US Credit Card Issuers’ Digi-
tal Account-Opening Processes, a report by 
Tiffani Montez, a senior analyst at US-based 
financial research firm Aite Group, 127.4 

million new US credit card accounts will be 
opened in 2020, growing by 18% from 104.7 
million new accounts in 2015. 

Aite Group estimates that digital chan-
nels will overtake physical channels in credit 
card application volume by 2017. The digi-
tal channels will reach 59% of all applica-
tions submitted, compared to 41% and 0.4% 
respectively for branches and call centres. 

Aite Group believes four factors will drive 
this growth: Younger members from Gen-
eration Y born between 1988 and 1993 
will apply for credit cards as they reach 
adulthood and experience life events, older 
Gen Yers born between 1979 and 1987 will 
increase credit card ownership, issuers will 
loosen credit standards which will increase 
credit card supply, and consumer credit 
scores will improve.

No risk, no reward
According to a US survey Citi conducted 
for its 2016 Citi Cards Consumer Perspec-
tives Study, published in July 2016, 67% of 
respondents said that rewards programmes 
influence their decision on choosing new 
credit cards, while 54% cited interest rates 
and 28% the sign-on bonus.

The survey also found that 90% of 
respondents are less likely to switch credit 
card issuers or banks when they use their 
credit card rewards, and 86% take full 
advantage of their credit card rewards and, 
on average, redeem for rewards three times 
a year.
“Numerous research studies have shown 

that a rewards programme is a key influencer 
in determining which credit cards consumers 
choose,” says Aite Group’s Montez.
“Today rewards are ubiquitous. In order for 

credit card issuers to differentiate themselves, 
they must compete on rewards schemes and 
look at other tactics to differentiate them-
selves, such as credit monitoring services, 
financial management tools, reward redemp-
tion, and customer service.”

Montez says that research by Aite Group 
has found that nearly seven in 10 US con-
sumers surveyed have a credit card. 

According to the Consumer Financial Pro-
tection Bureau’s The Consumer Credit Card 
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Market report, around half of US consum-
ers have multiple credit cards, and the aver-
age holder of a US consumer credit card has 
nearly four such cards. 
“As of 2014, accounts with rewards pro-

grammes represent nearly two-thirds of all 
credit card balances and four-fifths of all 
credit card spending,” the CFPB report says.
“US consumers may take out additional 

credit cards from other issuers because 
of attractive loyalty offers,” Montez says. 

“Since the average cardholder has nearly 
four credit cards, this indicates that con-
sumers hold credit cards from multiple 
financial institutions, and since rewards are 
a key influencer, they likely hold multiple 
credit cards with attractive reward offers. 
Cashback rewards are the most widely dis-
tributed, followed by travel reward cards.”

JD Power’s 2016 US Credit Card Satis-
faction Study found that over 20% of US 
customers have a credit card whose fees or 
rewards are not aligned with their actual 
purchasing habits. 

The study reports that while their levels 
of satisfaction are not dramatically differ-
ent, customers who have a wrong card, com-
pared with those with a card better suited 
to their needs, spend less per month on their 
primary card ($783 versus $1,035), use their 
card for a smaller share of their total spend 

– cash and debit card – (37% versus 45%), 
and are more likely to switch cards (21% 
versus 9%).

Airline co-branded cards, which usually 
charge an annual fee of $75 or more, are 
popular with credit card customers.

However, the study found that 44% of 
airline card customers have the wrong card, 
for three main reasons: They spend less 
than $500 per month on the card (the typi-
cal amount needed to earn enough rewards 
to cover the average annual fee), they have 
not used the airline benefits accrued in the 
past 12 months, or they have not redeemed 
rewards in the past 18 months. 

Enhancements
Recent US credit card rewards enhance-
ments include point transfer programmes 
being provided within the major credit card 
rewards programmes – BofA’s Ultimate 
Rewards, Amex’s Membership Rewards, 
and Citi’s ThankYou. 

Issuers have also been partnering with 
merchants to expand their programmes’ cov-
erage. Katherine Siegrist, a manager special-
ising in credit card issuing at First Annapolis, 
writes in the US consultancy’s Navigator 
publication: “Citi and Amex have partner-
ships with Best Buy, Walmart and Amazon.
com that allow customers to pay online 
with points, and in some cases pick up their 

items in store,” Siegrist says. “More recently, 
Amex has forged relationships with specific 
merchants, such as McDonalds and Uber, to 
allow for a true pay-with-points option as 
part of the point-of-sale experience.”

As consumers embrace digital technology, 
organisations are developing distinctive cus-
tomer and merchant experiences in which 
goods, services, payments, offers or loyalty 
programmes, and insights are linked, Siegrist 
explains. 
“Issuers are experimenting with real-time 

rewards in a number of different ways,” she 
notes. “Wells Fargo integrated its rewards 
platform with its ATM network, allowing 
customers to redeem points for cash in $20 
increments, and BBVA launched an instant 
cashback experience on the heels of its 
mobile wallet roll out.
“The new feature notifies cardholders of 

their cashback balances upon using their 
BBVA credit cards, and allows them to 
redeem their rewards by replying back to the 
message. 
“Chase has heavily invested in its mobile 

application and became one of the first 
financial institutions to implement a true 
POS redemption scheme with roughly 30 
merchants as redemption partners.”  

Bank of America
“We have simplified our product and reward 
value propositions focusing on a core offer-
ing of BankAmericard Cash 123, Travel 
Rewards, and our various co-brand and 
affinity programs to provide customers with 
the value they seek in a clear, understandable, 
and transparent manner,” Mike Simpson, 
co-brand and affinity products executive for 
BofA, told First Annapolis’ Navigator publi-
cation in October 2016.
“We have a balanced approach,” Jason 

Gaughan, a credit card executive at BofA, 
tells RBI.
“We want to offer competitive products, 

and we do that with our Cash 123 credit 
rewards programme, which we enhanced in 

June 2016, and our Travel Rewards product.
“Being competitive on the product side is 

important, but our overall strategy is respon-
sible growth and incrementally rewarding 
our existing customers for the deposit rela-
tionship and other relationships they have 
with the bank.
“Our focus is on growing card relationships 

steadily and responsibly with our existing 
customers.”

The Cash 123 card has no fee and offers 
1% cashback on all purchases, 2% on gro-
cery store and wholesale club shopping, and 
3% on petrol purchases, while BofA’s Travel 
Rewards card has no fee, 1.5x rewards, no 
blackouts, no expiration, and no foreign 
transaction fees.

Gaughan says BofA’s Preferred Rewards 
programme is unique, as it looks holisti-
cally at a client’s relationship with the bank. 

“Depending on how much on deposit you 
have with us, you’ll either get 25% to 75% 
more on your rewards,” Gaughan says.
“We want to have customers who have 

multiple relationships with us and use the 
tools we’ve built for them like our mobile 
banking app not just for one product but for 
a multitude of products.”

Gaughan discloses that around 60% of 
BofA’s credit card accounts are customers 
with an existing relationship with the bank, 
and 40% are customers who are new to 
BofA.
“We find that it’s easier to acquire new cus-

tomers as banking customers first and credit 
cardholders second, although we have had 
success in converting credit card-only cus-
tomers to BofA customers,” he says.

According to Gaughan, BofA is the third-
largest US credit card issuer. “If you exclude 
our competitors’ private-label store cards, 
we’re number two,” he notes.
“BofA doesn’t do private-label cards, 

although it does co-branded Visa and 
MasterCard credit cards with retailers. 
Co-brand partnerships are an important part 
of our growth strategy, and ensure we are 
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making connections and providing loyal cli-
ents with card programmes that make their 
financial lives better.”

BofA’s major co-brand relationships 
include Alaska Airlines, American Auto-
mobile Association, Major League Baseball, 
Bass Pro Shops, and Norwegian and Royal 
Caribbean Cruise Lines.
“Our focus includes partners with strong 

brand recognition, a unique loyalty pro-
gramme, and value proposition that reso-
nates with customers, strong marketing 
distribution channels and a commitment 
to the customer experience,” Simpson told 
Navigator. 

“Typically, these partners are in the travel 
vertical – airlines, hotels, and cruise lines – 
but include large providers in the service and 
retail sectors.
“We have quite a few successful pro-

grammes in the collegiate and professional 
association sectors that I would call tradi-
tional affinity as opposed to co-brand.
“Routinely we seek introductions and con-

versations with a host of non-traditional 
partners in emerging markets to ensure we 
don’t miss that next big opportunity.”

Chase
In September 2016, Chase launched the 
Chase Experiences platform, which pro-
vides a central rewards destination for its 
cardholders. “Cardholders can visit Chase.
com/Experiences to see the latest list of eligi-
ble card products and available experiences,” 
a Chase spokesperson says.

Chase offers a proprietary premier rewards 
platform: Chase Ultimate Rewards, for eli-
gible Chase credit cardholders, including 
Chase Sapphire Preferred, Chase Sapphire 
Reserve, Freedom and Freedom Unlimited, 
and Ink Plus. 
“Ultimate Rewards offers options espe-

cially for those who seek travel redemption 
alternatives,” says the Chase spokesperson. 

“Cardholders can transfer points to 11 points 
transfer partners such as Southwest Rapid 
Rewards, The Ritz-Carlton Rewards, Unit-
ed MileagePlus and the newly added Flying 
Blue, Air France and KLM’s frequent flyer 
program. 
“In addition to the point transfer benefits, 

points earned on eligible cards are worth 
more when redeemed for flights, hotels, 
car rentals and cruises on Chase Ultimate 
Rewards.
“As few as 50,000 points can be transferred 

to Flying Blue and redeemed for a round-trip 
Economy Class flight from the US to many 
European destinations.” 

In August 2016, Chase added the Chase 
Sapphire Reserve credit card to its Sapphire 
premier portfolio. The new Visa Infinite card 

is targeted at the luxury credit card market 
and offers a 100,000 points sign-on bonus to 
customers who spend $4,000 within the first 
three months, and triple points on a range of 
travel and dining purchases, flexible redemp-
tion options and valuable travel credits.

The card’s rewards outweigh its annual 
fees of $450 for the principal cardholder and 
$75 for each authorised user.

In March 2016, Chase launched Chase 
Freedom Unlimited, a card that lets custom-
ers earn unlimited 1.5% cashback on every-
thing they buy – with the ability to redeem 
any amount of  cashback at any time.
“Cardholders earn a $150 bonus after 

spending $500 on purchases during the first 
three months of account opening, and a $25 
bonus when they add their first authorised 
user and make their first purchase within this 
same three-month period. 
“Sapphire Reserve has had excellent cus-

tomer response, especially from millennials,” 
Kevin Watters, CEO, Chase Card Services, 
told the November 2016 BancAnalysts Asso-
ciation of Boston Conference.
“The card has a strong customer profile, 

with credit scores and income above the 
portfolio average.
“Also, new Freedom Unlimited accounts 

opened exceeded one million within five 
months post-launch.”

Watters told the conference that, in the 
third quarter of 2016, new credit card 
account originations were up 35% year-on-
year, with over 75% being opened through 
digital channels.
“Chase is consistently ranked  the number 

one credit card issuer in the US based on 
loans outstanding – excluding private-label 
and commercial cards – and in the third 
quarter of 2016 we were also ranked number 
on in terms of sales,” he said.

Citi
“Over the last few years, Citi has invested 
heavily in its ThankYou Rewards pro-
gramme to better meet customer needs and 
offer innovative new ways to redeem points,” 
Mary Hines, global head of Citi Rewards, 
says.
“Most recently, Citi announced US airline 

JetBlue as a new ThankYou Points Transfer 
partner, providing a new way for Citi Pre-
mier, Prestige and Preferred cardholders to 
redeem for TrueBlue points.
“Now eligible US cardholders can trans-

fer an unlimited number of their ThankYou 
Points to JetBlue TrueBlue points at a rate 
of 1.25 to 1 for Citi Premier and Prestige 
cardholders and 2 to 1 for Citi Preferred 
cardholders.
“Citi cardholders are also able to transfer 

their ThankYou Points over to other hotel 

and airline loyalty rewards programmes.”
During 2016, Citi announced new partner-

ships with Expedia and BestBuy.com in order 
to offer cardholders expanded redemption 
options.
“Citi’s ThankYou Rewards programme 

has approximately 15 million members in 
the US,” Hines says.
“ThankYou Rewards has expanded glob-

ally, launching in Australia, Hong Kong, 
the Philippines, Singapore and Thailand in 
2015. The programme is now available in 
10 markets with locally relevant offerings, 
and has over 23 million members.” 

Hines says the average spend of US Than-
kYou Rewards programme redeemers is 3.5 
times higher on an annual basis than non-
redeemers.
“In the past 18 months, the Citi Prestige 

credit card portfolio has grown sixfold, and 
we continue to see strong engagement and 
interest in this competitive product,” a Citi 
spokesperson says. 
“We are confident that we have a very 

strong offering in Prestige. The fourth night 
free on hotel stays continues to be a unique 
differentiator in this landscape, in addition 
to our distinct benefit offerings, including 
Price Rewind and Private Pass.
“These benefits, coupled with a rich 

rewards programme, a network of 850 air-
port lounges, and preferred pricing for our 
CitiGold and Private Bank customers, offer 
great value to our customers.”

In June 2016, Citi bought warehouse chain 
Costco’s co-branded US credit card portfo-
lio for an undisclosed amount from Amex, 
along with over $10.5bn in receivables. 
Under the agreement, Costco’s co-branded 
Amex cardholders were transferred to Citi-
Costco Visa-branded credit cards, which 
offer cardholders cashback and other ben-
efits on all purchases.

Wells Fargo 
In March 2016, Wells Fargo launched Go Far 
Rewards, its enhanced credit card rewards 
programme available to all customers with a 
rewards-based Wells Fargo credit card.

The programme allows cardholders to 
redeem rewards at any Wells Fargo ATM, 
use rewards toward their qualifying Wells 
Fargo chequeing or savings account, or 
apply rewards toward the principal bal-
ance of a qualifying Wells Fargo line or 
loan. 

Cardholders can also take advantage of 
options in Go Far Rewards to pool rewards 
with other customers, gift rewards to other 
customers or to charity, create wish lists and 
more. These features are in addition to stand-
ard rewards offered by the programme such 
as travel, merchandise and gift cards. <
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Vietnam keeping digital inclusive
Meed is using social media and corporate partnerships to sign up millennials in emerging and developed 
markets to financially inclusive digital bank accounts. The fintech describes it as a marketing and customer-
acquisition platform, enabling banks to cost-effectively target millennials. Robin Arnfield reports

O
n 21 November 2016, Vietnam’s 
Maritime Bank went live on Santa 
Monica, California-based Meed’s 
digital banking platform, with Viet-

nam’s Ho Chi Minh Development Commer-
cial Joint Stock Bank (HD Bank) to follow by 
the end of 2016. The commercial launches 
follow friends-and-family testing by the two 
banks.

HDBank and Maritime Bank are the first 
two banks to go live on the global network 
of member banks and corporate members 
which Meed has been building over the last 
two years. 

Meed’s goal is that consumers signing up 
for Meed-based accounts with these banks 
will belong to a global social community.

Expansion
After its Vietnam launch, Meed plans to roll 
out into Canada, Mexico and the US with 
partner banks by the end of the first quarter 
of 2017. Its goal is to establish a network of 
member banks in 30 countries by 2020. 

Colombian, Mexican, US and Canadian 
consumers can apply to join the Meed com-
munity on Meed’s websites in those countries.
“These sites let you go through the initial 

stages of the application process, stopping 
just before getting to a bank application 
form,” says Julian Sandy, Meed’s chief mar-
keting officer.
“At this point, you’re informed that Meed 

hasn’t yet launched in your market, but we’ll 
keep you informed of our progress through 
to going live.”

Meed’s vice-chairman is former Scotiabank 
Canada group head of banking Anatol von 
Hahn, and its CEO is Les Riedl, a former 
banking industry consultant with US-based 
Bank Solutions Group. 

Pablo Aspe Poniatowski, formerly MD 
of Casa De Bolsa (brokerage) and General 
Manager of Wealth Management at Mexi-
co’s Scotiabank Inverlat, is on Meed’s advi-
sory board.

Letters of Intent
Over the last two years Meed has been 
signing letters of intent (LoIs) with banks 
in countries including MetaBank in the US 
and Colombia’s Banco Caja Social, a sub-
sidiary of Fundación Social, which aims to 
overcome the structural causes of poverty in 
Colombia. 

“Meed has been holding discussions with 
Mexican digital-only bank Bankaool and 
with several US banks,” Jim Tingey, Meed’s 
chief risk and compliance officer, says. It has 
signed a LoI with Colombia’s National Retail 
Federation (Fenalco/ Federación Nacional de 
Comerciantes) as a Meed corporate member. 
“We’ve set minimum AML/KYC [anti-

money laundering/know your customer] 
standards for the entire Meed member bank 
network to adhere to,” says Tingey.
“However, our member banks are required 

to also comply with the AML/KYC regula-
tions in their own countries.” 
“Our platform is totally digital and device-

agnostic, as it works with smartphones, tab-
lets and PCs,” says Sandy. “It’s designed to 
be completely remote in terms of customers 
applying and being approved for accounts 
with Meed member banks. 
“However, because of Vietnamese banking 

regulations, new customers must physically 
provide a wet signature at a bank branch 
in Vietnam. Once Vietnam gets up to speed 
with digital KYC procedures, we expect this 
requirement to disappear.”
“Vietnam’s demographic is decidedly youth-

ful, with over half of its population below 30 
years of age, representing around 47 million 
people,” Meed says in a news release. “Only 
52% of urban adults are banked.” 

Yet smartphone adoption is rising dra-
matically, growing over 57% year-on-year 
to 2014 according to the IDC. Smartphone 
penetration is already over a third of the 
entire population.

 “Meed is setting up a package of deals 
in Vietnam with our corporate members,” 
Sandy says. “They will offer consumers 
incentives to get a Vietnamese Meed bank 
account and join the Meed community. Each 
corporate member is allied only to one bank.”

Sandy says Meed’s promotional campaign 
in Vietnam is purely digital. “We’re using 
paid ads on sites such as Facebook and 
Google,” he explains.
“We’re also hiring key celebrities and opin-

ion leaders with big followings in Vietnam 
who will become Meed customers and will 
talk about how joining Meed affected their 
financial life.” 

Financial inclusion
Meed evolved from GlobeOne, also based in 
Santa Monica, which was founded in 2013 

by several socially minded entrepreneurs 
to improve financial inclusion around the 
world. Its specific target is millennials who 
often find themselves outside the realm of 
formal finance. 
“Our initial market research found that 

people around the world said they needed 
help to be able to save,” says Sandy.
“We heard consistently that people 

understood how important it is for their 
long-term financial health to have savings, 
particularly for retirement or if something 
unforeseen happens. But people said they 
are living paycheque to paycheque, month 
in month out.”

GlobeOne’s answer was to develop a pack-
aged bank account product with a line of 
credit that incentivises people to save.
“When people deposit funds into their 

Meed Security Savings Account, the money 
is locked in until they reach the age of 59, 
and acts as collateral for their Meed line of 
credit,” says Sandy. “One advantage of the 
Meed line of credit is that it enables people 
to build a credit history.”

In early 2016, Meed was split off from 
GlobeOne to focus solely on banking and 
building a network of Meed member banks. 
The revised GlobeOne is now a worldwide 
free-membership network providing con-
sumers with offers from its corporate part-
ners across multiple industries.
“One of GlobeOne’s corporate partners is 

Meed,” says Sandy.
“Given the regulatory restrictions around 

banking products, they have to be offered in 
isolation from non-banking services such as 
insurance,” Sandy continues. 
“So having Meed and GlobeOne gives us 

the leeway to offer a broader, more compre-
hensive portfolio to meet people’s financial 
needs than just bank products alone. Glo-
beOne’s corporate members include telcos, 
insurers and travel companies. Meed isn’t a 
bank and has no intention of acquiring bank-
ing licenses, as we are a financial marketing 
and IT company.”

In the US, Meed membership costs $9.95 
a month, for which members receive a non-
interest-bearing chequeing account with a 
debit card, and unlimited bill payments and 
e-cheques, free domestic P2P transfers, inter-
national remittances with a maximum 2% 
FX fee, a Security Savings account, a secured 
line of credit offering advances of up to 75% 
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of the Meed savings account balance, and 
SocialBoost.
“The contract we sign with our banks lim-

its the foreign exchange fees on international 
remittances to a ceiling of 2%,” says Sandy. 

“The industry average is around 7.7%.”
Meed’s domestic and international P2P 

transfers are closed-loop, as they can only 
take place between Meed member banks. 

“As our P2P transfers occur between banks 
with the same KYC/AML standards, we’re 
able to offer same-day payments,” says Tin-
gey.

Sandy says it will be up to individual 
member banks in different countries to set 
ATM fees for Meed customers. “In Viet-
nam, Meed customers’ first two domestic 
ATM withdrawals every month, whether 
in or out of network, are free of charges 
from the member bank, although the ATM 
owner may assess a convenience fee,” he 
says. “In addition, all in-network ATM 
transactions are free of charge from the 
member bank.”

SocialBoost
SocialBoost offers Meed customers a chance 
to earn residual income from people they 

refer to the Meed community, and provides 
a peer-driven marketing method for banks 
targeting millennials. 
“Our Meed member banks have agreed to 

retain half the interest they earn each month 
from customers who use their line of credit, 
and return the other half to the Meed com-
munity worldwide,” says Sandy. 
“To become eligible as a Meed member for 

what we call the Global Distribution por-
tion of SocialBoost payments every month, 
you need to invite another person who then 
opens a Meed bank account. In addition, you 
will receive a SocialBoost payment from your 
bank should your invitee also use their line 
of credit, with 25% of the interest charged 
to that customer paid 50-50 into your Meed 
chequeing and savings accounts.”

For every dollar a Meed member bank 
pays to an individual Meed member because 
an invitee is using their Meed line of credit, it 
puts another dollar into the Global Distribu-
tion fund.
“That gets divided up and distributed to 

Meed members according to the percentage 
of the total global pool of Meed users they’ve 
invited worldwide,” says Sandy.
“As long as their invitees keep their Meed 

accounts open, even if they don’t use a line of 
credit, Meed members are eligible for Global 
Distribution.”
“While the social networking component 

of Meed is interesting, the $9.99 member-
ship fee in the US looks steep compared 
to other financial accounts available here,” 
says Ben Knieff, senior research analyst at 
US-based Aite Group.
“But if Meed is used primarily as a remit-

tance product, $9.99 a month isn’t bad. 
You pay $10 per transaction at Western 
Union, so there is value in Meed.”
“The SocialBoost concept is cool, but the 

explanation on Meed’s website lacks clarity,” 
Knieff adds. “Also, I’m sceptical of a peer-
built business model like Meed’s where you 
need to bring your friends in to make money. 
“However, social media is a powerful way 

to recommend products – getting people to 
recommend your brand to their friends is the 
ultimate social media campaign.

It makes strategic sense for Meed to use 
influential people like celebrities with large 
numbers of social media followers to recom-
mend Meed accounts. This is a good way to 
build a customer base early on, but in the 
long term could become really annoying.”<
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C
hris Gledhill, founder of Secco Aura, 
has turned his back on the constraints 
of chasing a banking licence and 
evolved his offering into something 

rather more niche. And he is specifically 
targeting 16-19-year-olds.

Secco Aura aims to enable people to own 
their personal data, hence the term ‘data bro-
kers’. Gledhill talks about turning the exist-
ing marketing and advertising model on its 
head, enabling consumers to choose whether 
to sell their own data to a supplier of goods.

Coming from a banking background and 
having started a challenger bank, Gledhill 
found the constraints of pursuing a banking 
licence too restrictive. Ultimately he found he 
did not need to pursue one for what he was 
trying to achieve, giving Gledhill more free-
dom to innovate without the constraints that 
apply to challenger banks.

Secco Aura presents what Gledhill sees 
as the future of value exchange. He sees the 
number being up for traditional banks in a 
matter of 50 years.

Secco Aura currently targets so-called fash-
ionistas because its aim is to create a “reputa-
tional economics” system, as Gledhill puts it.

“Fashion people care a lot about their rep-
utation; they already broadcast a personal 
interface, which is what they are wearing and 
the causes they are passionate about. They 
have already got additional cues like wrist-
bands and jewellery, badges, etcetera that 
all mean something. They are very brand-
aware. They are very adept at dealing with 
non-monetary units, vouchers and discounts. 
They understand the value of reputation.”

Secco Aura enables people to create a digi-
tal persona, a digitally augmented version of 
themselves in a Pokémon Go-style broadcast 
which ranges 100m around them. That inter-
face is their basic profile, along with several 
APIs that the broadcaster has programmed.

An example of an API could be to rate an 
outfit someone is wearing, with the option 
of rating it with a medal, which could extend 
to the benefactor a voucher to buy it at a dis-
count. The wearer gets a ‘like’ for their outfit, 
increasing their reputational value, and the 
retailer gets a new sales channel.

“All those interactions are through non-

monetary value tokens via Bluetooth or per-
sonal Wi-Fi hotspots.

“At the moment social networking is an 
online activity; we are taking it offline. [We 
want] to walk into a conference about bank-
ing and be able to scan 350 people to find 
out how many investors are in the room, or 
how many data scientists,” Gledhill explains.

One person can create a piece of value – for 
example a beer token – and send it to anoth-
er’s phone. It is cryptographically stamped 
so the recipient knows for certain who the 
sender is. It is non-refutable and can then be 
redeemed. The transaction is untraceable.

“We are a platform and underlying tech-
nology, but essentially a platform where you 
can create a wallet on your phone, create or 
store data or monetary assets, be able to cre-
ate your own value tokens based on that, and 
then broadcast to other people. It can apply 
to so many different use cases; we are going 
specifically for fashion to start with because 
it works very well with fashion people. That’s 
why we are based in Soho, surrounded by 
fashion houses,” Gledhill explains.

This sounds good, but how profitable is 
it? And is it sustainable as a business model? 

“We’re not replacing anything. Secco Aura 
is in a category of its own. Right now states 
and corporates create currencies, but people 
don’t; we’re filling that space. Right now 
social interactions are online or offline; we’re 
merging the two. The vision we have with 
Secco would create positive social change, so 
whether Secco or someone else implements 
our vision, everyone is a winner!

“There are plenty of use cases for offline 
or anonymous transactions. If you have an 
allergy you need to broadcast to a medical 
professional who comes to see you, there’s no 
point having that on an NHS database: you 
need it with you, offline, instantly verified.

“If you have a list of medications you’re 
on, that also needs to be verified, signed 
by someone else. It’s like having this client 
server model where we serve ourselves with 
our own data. It seems an obvious model we 
should get to,” Gledhill explains.

Amid the ongoing argument of whether 
banks should target a younger audience who, 
let us agree, are not as profitable as their 

silver-haired counterparts, Gledhill presents 
an economic model of the future in which he 
suggests tokens and data ‘brokerage’ are the 
new commodities for exchanging value.

“You need a licence if you hold and pro-
cess people’s money, but because they hold 
it themselves, it’s not ‘real’ money; it’s what 
they’ve created, so technically we don’t need 
a licence. It’s like creating leather wallets, 
we’re just the container; people create their 
own vouchers and discount tokens. This 
gives us more freedom to innovate,” Gledhill 
states.

The common thread between financial ser-
vices and the platform for creation of value 
tokens is, as Gledhill explains, anonymity.

Gledhill, with a background in computer 
science, is developing blocktree, a block-
chain-based network which accommodates 
anonymity. At some point he wants to patent 
this, which will require a peer-review paper, 
which is in itself a full-time occupation. At 
this point it is more about acquiring funding.

For all blockchain’s benefits, anonymity is 
not one of them. Gledhill says blocktree is the 
equivalent of issuing a digital cheque, there-
by empowering the customer. The platform 
enables customers to make offline transac-
tions, via Bluetooth or personal Wi-Fi hot-
spot, hence the anonymity. A ‘cryptographic 
stamp’ verifies it, thus a customer can create 
and send a beer token, for example.

In the same way, traditional marketing is 
also turned on its head. Customers become 
custodians of their own data. Via Secco 
Aura, they broadcast their personality – their 
digital profile – transmitting as much or as 
little as they like and, on the same platform, 
companies can approach them to ask to buy 
their email address, for example, and send 
them details of goods that may interest them.

Transactions that take longer or have a 
series of verifications, or multiple transac-
tions can be taken online to complete.

Secco Aura is certainly a novel concept, 
and it is not the first time a fintech has said 
that traditional banks could possibly have 
only 50 years left. It is difficult to imagine 
this being the future. But it would also have 
been difficult to imagine things as they are 
now 20 years ago, let alone 50.<

Could Soho fashionistas be shaping the 
future of monetary value and exchange?
From startup challenger bank to blockchain innovation, Secco Aura’s offline payments and ‘economics of 
value’ strategy could pave the way for a future model of consumer data ownership. Anna Milne meets CEO 
and co-founder Chris Gledhill to find out more about how it works, and which markets it is targeting
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Will Trump repeal Dodd-
Frank, axe the CFPB?

US President-elect Donald Trump has said he will repeal the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer 
Protection Act. As Dodd-Frank created the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau, the fate of the agency 
under the new Administration appears uncertain. US analysts discuss their views with Robin Arnfield

D
odd-Frank was passed in 2010 in 
response to the 2008–2009 financial 
crisis. A key element of the act’s remit 
was to tackle unscrupulous behav-

iour by financial services companies, such 
as credit card issuers forcing unsuspecting 
cardholders to accept overpriced insurance 
and other add-on features.

The Durbin Amendment to Dodd-Frank 
introduced caps on debit card interchange, 
and stipulated that merchants must be pro-
vided with a choice between at least two 
unaffiliated networks for purchases made 
with debit cards.
“The Financial Services Policy Implementa-

tion team will be working to dismantle the 
Dodd-Frank Act and replace it with new 
policies to encourage economic growth and 
job creation,” Trump’s official Transition 
website states.

The CFPB
As historically there was little government 
oversight of the consumer credit industry, 
the CFPB was launched in 2011 to defend 
consumers.

Its reforms include creating rules requiring 
banks to evaluate consumers’ ability to repay 
mortgages, reining in debt collection agen-

cies, and requiring issuers to pay hundreds 
of millions of dollars to credit cardholders 
in compensation for illegal practices such as 
deceptive marketing.

In October 2016, the US Court of Appeals 
for the District of Columbia Circuit made a 
ruling that the CFPB’s structure is unconsti-
tutional, with insufficient supervision of the 
actions of the CFPB’s Director. The Wash-
ington Post reported that the Federal appeals 
court called for the CFPB to be restructured 
so that the director could be removed by the 
President at will. Under Dodd-Frank, the 
director can only be removed for ‘cause’.

If the CFPB is unable to overturn the 
Federal appeal court’s ruling, this could see 
CFPB director Richard Cordray, who has 
been aggressive in pursuing companies that 
mistreat consumers, being replaced by Presi-
dent-elect Trump before the end of Cordray’s 
term, which expires in 2018. 

Al Pascual, SVP, research director, head of 
fraud and security at Javelin Strategy & 
Research

“Defunding of the CFPB is certainly a pos-
sibility under the new administration, which 
could subsequently affect how FIs react to 
the Wells Fargo settlement,” says Pascual.

In September 2016, Wells Fargo was 
ordered to pay $185m in fines and penal-
ties to settle what the CFPB termed ‘the 
widespread illegal practice of secretly open-
ing unauthorised deposit and credit card 
accounts’.

In a news release the CFPB said: “Accord-
ing to the bank’s own analysis, employees 
opened over two million deposit and cred-
it card accounts that may not have been 
authorised by consumers.” 

Wells Fargo must pay $100m to the CFPB, 
$50m to the City and County of Los Angeles, 
a $35m penalty to the Office of the Comp-
troller of the Currency, and full restitution to 
all victims of the scheme.
“If the threat of a similar enforcement 

action or settlement by regulators for unau-
thorised account opening were off the table, 
FIs’ efforts to examine and redesign their 
sales incentive and related risk oversight pro-
grammes would likely come to a standstill," 
Pascual says.

Either abolishing the CFPB or replacing 
Cordray with a director who is more lenient 
towards financial services companies, might 
contradict Trump’s portrayal of himself as a 
champion of ‘the little guy’ against the big 
corporations. 
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But Pascual says: “Unwinding the CFPB 
and protecting bank customers from ques-
tionable practices aren’t necessarily mutually 
exclusive.
“Prior to the CFPB being established, other 

financial regulators were tasked with pro-
tecting bank customers from abuses. The 
fact that this wasn’t the sole or even primary 
mandate of these regulators, however, bol-
stered the argument for the CFPB’s existence. 
“In the absence of the CFPB, other financial 

regulators could pick up the slack – which 
would also address some of the concerns of 
regulatory overreach by the CFPB, as only 
banks would be affected. That would leave 
the states to manage non-bank lenders and 
others such as collection agencies. Also, the 
Federal Trade Commission (FTC) would 
have jurisdiction in the case of unfair prac-
tices, just as it does today.”

Pascual says credit and debit card inter-
change rates and debit card routing have yet 
to be fully settled, as evidenced by the recent 
FTC inquiry into Visa EMV debit card rout-
ing and continuing merchant lawsuits on 
credit card interchange.
“It isn’t entirely clear on which side of the 

argument the new administration would fall; 
some of the most powerful companies in the 
US are on either side of the issue,” he says.
“This is one drama that continues to drag 

out, partially because the diverse parties and 
logistics involved make the implications of 
federal intervention challenging, no matter 
the side they end up supporting.”

Rick Oglesby, president, AZ Payments 
Group:

“Trump is clearly anti-regulation and he has 
specifically targeted Dodd-Frank as a set of 
regulations that should be pulled back.
“That said, Trump has also shown clear 

indications that his pre-election rhetoric 
won’t precisely match his post-election 
activities, and he’ll face substantial political 
and logistical issues when trying to repeal 
Dodd-Frank.
“I think the most likely scenario is that 

Dodd-Frank will be amended in the most 
problematic areas, specifically with regard 
to providing smaller financial institutions 
with more leeway.
“Trump will probably seek the easiest-to-

implement changes around which he’ll find 
the least political resistance, and move on. 
That will allow him to claim victory without 
getting too bogged down.”

David Tente, executive director of the US, 
ATM Industry Association (ATMIA)
 “The ATMIA has given the regulatory situ-
ation some thought, as Congress had talked 
about repealing Dodd-Frank even before 
the election, and it’s possible the act might 
be repealed,” Tente says. “We think Dodd-
Frank was a terrible piece of legislation, but, 
if you take away Dodd-Frank, you don’t 
know what you might get. 
“On the other hand, Dodd-Frank has only 

existed since 2010, and we survived all those 
years before 2010 without Dodd-Frank. So, 

if it’s repealed, do we need to replace it with 
additional legislation?”

However, if Dodd-Frank is repealed, it 
might be an opportunity for the US ATM 
industry to get some rule changes built in 
that would give ATM operators a routing 
choice for ATM transactions, Tente believes. 
“This is something we have been calling 

for a long time,” he says. “At the moment, 
the debit card routing choices stipulated 
by Dodd-Frank apply to merchants on the 
retail side, and debit card issuers have rout-
ing choice for ATM transactions.
“When the Federal Reserve was asking 

for comments on the rules for Dodd-Frank, 
we made a case for ATM operator routing 
choice, but none of our recommendations 
were adopted.”

Tente says the ATMIA does not think that 
the government will abolish the CFPB.
“For the time being, the Federal Appeal 

Court ruling gives the President the author-
ity to replace the CFPB’s director,” he says.
“Our industry has been pushing to make 

the CFPB director’s position into a manage-
ment committee, like the Federal Reserve’s 
Board of Governors.
“Even though the Fed has a director, the 

decisions are made by committee. So the 
ATMIA is in favour of taking the decision-
making power out of the hands of a single 
CFPB director.”

Were the CFPB to be abolished, there 
would be a lot of concern that consumers 
would be disenfranchised, Tente says. “So 

What is Dodd-Frank?

Named after sponsors US Senator Christopher Dodd and 
US Representative Barney Frank, the Dodd-Frank 
Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection 
Act was passed by the Obama administra-
tion in response to the 2008 crisis.

The act also attempted to restrict 
the way that banks can invest, lim-
iting speculating trading and end-
ing proprietary trading – the so-
called Volcker Rule.

The act established a number 
of new regulatory government 
agencies tasked with oversee-
ing various aspects of the bank-
ing sector, such as The Consumer 
Financial Protection Bureau 
(CFPB).

Another body, the Federal Insur-
ance Office, was tasked with identify-
ing and monitoring insurers considered 
too big to fail.

The CFPB has many duties, including the 
responsibility of preventing predatory mortgage 
lending and attempts specifically to avoid a repeat of 

problems relating to the subprime mortgage market.
The CFPB also oversees consumer lending, includ-

ing credit and debit cards, and requires lenders to 
disclose information in a way that is easy for 

consumers to understand.
The Durbin amendment was a provision 

in the final bill designed to reduce debit 
card interchange fees for merchants 

and attempted to increase competi-
tion in processing.

The law applies to banks with over 
$10bn in assets. In June 2011, the 
Fed issued its final rule, which holds 
that the maximum interchange fee 

an issuer can receive from a single 
debit card transaction is $0.21 plus 5 

basis points multiplied by the amount 
of the transaction.
The American Bankers Association 

opposed the rule, arguing it represented an 
‘unprecedented transfer in costs from retailers 

to consumers – the result of government price fix-
ing’ leading to ‘consumers paying higher fees for basic 

bank services’.<
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abolishing the CFPB wouldn’t go down well,” 
he says.

The ATMIA’s main regulatory concerns 
are that no caps on ATM surcharging should 
be introduced and that ATM operators have 
routing choice. “Some people would say 
that, since there is a cap on debit fees on the 
retail side, there should be a cap on ATM 
surcharging,” Tente says. 
“Currently, there is no cap on ATM sur-

charging and we want to maintain that. 
We’ve always said variable ATM surcharging 
is best as it helps ensure competition among 
ATM operators and ensures consumers have 
convenient access to cash at ATMs.”

Ben Jackson, director, prepaid advisory 
service, Mercator Advisory Group

“Until the Presidential inauguration and the 
new Congress, it’s anyone’s guess as to what 
will really happen,” says Jackson.
“The financial services industry has looked 

upon Trump’s victory as a victory for them, 
as they think the financial services regula-
tions will be pulled off them. Maybe this will 
happen, but there are two things to consider. 
“While we certainly have a Congress and 

a President who’ve said they want to reduce 
government regulations, these people were 
all elected on a platform of shaking things up 
and helping the little guys. And some of the 
same distrust for big government extends to 
large financial institutions. 
“So, if the politicians rush in and say: 

‘We’re taking the shackles off the large FIs’, 
they might face a considerable backlash. All 
these elected representatives answer to their 
constituents, and if these constituents are 
less favourably inclined towards the finan-
cial services industry, then it may not be easy 
for the politicians to say: ‘Let’s pull off all the 
regulations.’
“Consumers who lived through the finan-

cial crisis maybe lost their home or paid a lot 
of fees on their bank products,” Jackson says.
“A lot of these people voted for the Presi-

dential candidate who is anti-establishment. 
If Trump’s first move is to prop up big busi-
ness and his acts don’t support more jobs, 
there will be a lot of disappointed voters in 
2018 when it’s time to re-elect a lot of the 
Congressmen.
“But, in the past, we’ve seen instances of 

people voting in politicians and being sur-
prised by the actions they took. It’s prema-
ture for the financial services industry to 
believe that all its regulatory problems are 
solved.
“While the Republican Party controls the 

House, the Senate and the Presidency, the 
Republican Party has had internal disunion, 
with many Republicans saying they wouldn’t 
support Trump. 

“So, while it looks fairly unified, there is 
the potential that Congress won’t march in 
lock step. While there has been a promise to 
roll back Dodd-Frank and to deal with the 
CFPB, on one side of the issue, you have the 
large FIs which have considerable weight in 
the Republican Party. On the other side, you 
have the large retailers and the retail industry, 
which has considerable weight as businesses. 
“So it’s a not a slam-dunk. There is no obvi-

ous pro-business stance necessarily, in that 
one segment of the business community can 
argue that repealing Dodd-Frank is good and 
the other can argue that it is bad.”

Jackson says that even if Dodd-Frank is 
repealed, it doesn’t necessarily mean that 
debit card interchange rates will shoot back 
up overnight, as debit interchange rates were 
capped by the government. 
“What we are facing is another year and 

maybe longer of regulatory uncertainty,” 
Jackson says.

“The financial services industry has a set of 
regulations that it is operating under today 
and these regulations cannot be changed 
overnight. So the industry needs to work 
with the facts as they are today as opposed 
to what might happen in the future.”

Jackson predicts that there will definitely 
be regulatory changes in the US. “What 
those changes look like will depend on where 
they occur and whose interests are served,” 
he says. “I don’t think there is any one clear 
path through all of this.”

If the regulatory power of the CFPB were 
to be rolled back, unlike Javelin’s Pascual, 
Jackson is not sure there would be no incen-
tive for banks to clean up sales processes.
“We live in an age where the power of pub-

lic opinion can be mobilised very rapidly via 
social media,” he says. “Also, because of 
new financial technology, people have more 
options and it’s very easy for them to move 
to another bank. These two factors mean 
that the power of the customer can be ampli-
fied.”

Writing in a Mercator Advisory Group 
blog, Jackson says: “I think fintech compa-
nies have opportunities to get more regula-
tory space to develop, and they may be able 
to tap into the anti-establishment current 
by positioning themselves, as [digital bank] 
Simple and [prepaid card issuer] Green Dot 
have tried to do, as alternatives to the estab-
lishment.” 

Sarah Grotta, director, debit advisory 
service, Mercator Advisory Group
Writing in a Mercator Advisory Group blog, 
Sarah Grotta says: “Despite the Republicans 
holding on to control of Congress, I think 
the pace of change will be slow and tortured. 
The [Republican Party] GOP is far from uni-

fied, so its ability to come together around 
ideas, an agenda, or even leadership will be 
tested. Let’s remember too, many Republi-
cans don’t think of Trump as a Republican 

– he’s just not Clinton.” 
In June 2016, Republican Representa-

tive Jeb Hensarling, chairman of the House 
Financial Services Committee, introduced 
the Financial Choice Act, a bill that would 
roll back large sections of Dodd-Frank.

The bill said: “Dodd-Frank’s particular 
brand of regulatory complexity and gov-
ernment micromanagement has made basic 
financial services less accessible to small 
businesses and lower-income Americans, by 
saddling America’s small and medium-sized 
community financial institutions with a 
crushing regulatory burden.”
“Representative Hensarling’s bill is being 

called the GOP alternative to Dodd-Frank,” 
Grotta writes. “This bill calls for the repeal 
of interchange controls. I’m not sure that is 
an issue with enough broad concern beyond 
the payments industry for a fragmented 
House to get behind. It certainly has a bet-
ter chance than it would have had under a 
Clinton administration with Sherrod Brown 
and Elizabeth Warren at her side.”

Ed O’Brien, principal, competitive direc-
tions argues: “All early indications point to 
a desire to repeal, or perhaps significantly 
modify, Dodd-Frank and the power of the 
CFPB. But it’s unclear whether this can be 
done while trying to work with Democrats 
across the aisle.
“I think the positioning of these initiatives 

(and others) will become clearer as we hear 
about the priorities noted by Trump, his 
transition team, and his cabinet appointees. 
“It’s possible there may be some room (for 

softer positions), based on Trump’s com-
ments about his previously hardline stances 
such as on ObamaCare, and this could be 
the case with these topics. We’ll have to wait 
and see what occurs in the coming months.”

Obama advisor’s view
US President Barack Obama’s chief eco-
nomic adviser Jason Furman told the BBC’s 
Hard Talk programme that it is unlikely 
President-elect Trump will be able to repeal 
certain legislation passed during the Obama 
administration. Furman told the BBC that 
the ‘wisdom of checks and balances’ in the 
US political system limited executive power, 
meaning it could be slow and difficult to get 
anything done.
“It looks like this election was a big change 

in terms of who the leaders are. When you 
look at the actual legislative output – the 
actual change in policy – I think you’re 
going to see a smaller change,” concludes 
Furman.<
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Finance professionals regard 
technology as opportunity 
rather than a threat

Finance professionals do not fear the rise of 
artificial intelligence, automation and robots 
despite popular fears which range from job 
losses to doomsday scenarios, a survey con-
ducted by the Chartered Institute of Man-
agement Accountants (CIMA) has found.

The poll, in which 1,628 CIMA members 
participated, revealed that 83% support 
the idea of more automation if it saves time 
and money or helps with indecision in their 
organisations.

When asked about the effect of such inno-
vation on businesses, respondents said that 
the outcome would be more efficient com-
panies as a result of better automation and 
data analysis (62%), followed by a general 
up-skilling of the workforce due to the need 
for more advanced computer skills (47%).

More than one-third were of the view that 
there will be a better work-life balance as 
computers will take over jobs while humans 
continue to reap the profit.

However, 29% feared that the increased 
automation will lead to a loss of jobs and 
therefore to greater inequality.

Some 22% of the respondents said a reli-
ance on automation or technology has led to 
their organisation taking a wrong decision 
in the past five years, while 39% said this 
has never happened as they know that they 
cannot solely rely on automated processes.

CIMA CEO Andrew Harding said: 
“While it’s possible to imagine a nightmare 
scenario where advances in technology lead 
to mass redundancies, the world’s finance 
departments have a less alarmist view.
“Our members believe that artificial intel-

ligence will alter, but not destroy, the jobs 
of accountants and other professionals. 
Organisations need to examine their busi-
ness models and turn innovations such as AI 
and automation into an opportunity, not a 
threat,” Harding continued.
“There is precedent to support the idea 

that new technologies will make lives easier. 
Ever since the invention of the printing press 
major disruptions can be seen to have a 
short-term shock but deliver long-term ben-
efit. The challenge for businesses is to use 
change to their advantage.”<

M&A

Mauritius’s SBM Bank forays 
into Kenya’s banking sector 

SBM Holdings, Mauritius’s second-biggest 
bank, has agreed to acquire Kenya’s Fidel-
ity Commercial Bank by the end of this year.

In statement to shareholders, the bank 
said the move forms part of its growth strat-
egy into East Africa.

SBM added that it will inject KES1.45bn 
($14.2m) of fresh capital into Fidelity fol-
lowing the receipt of all due regulatory 
approvals.

Fidelity Bank became a commercial bank 
in 1996. It currently has 14 branches.

Welcoming the proposed deal, the Central 
Bank of Kenya said: “SBM Group will bring 
its experience and expertise from Mauritius 
and other markets to enhance competitiveness 
and resilience of Kenya’s banking sector.”<

M&A

IBM concludes Promontory 
Financial acquisition 

Tech giant IBM has wrapped up the acquisi-
tion of Promontory Financial Group, a risk 
management and regulatory compliance 
consulting firm.

Products offered by Promontory directly 
address the standards for compliance imple-
mented to ensure the integrity of the finan-
cial system, protect consumers and build 
trust through transparency.

The acquisition complements its Industry 
Platforms business, which was created to 
develop open vertical platforms.

IBM expects the acquisition to accelerate 
its development of cognitive solutions for 
risk and compliance.<

PAYMENTS

Chase launches new digital 
payment solution 

Chase, the consumer and commercial 
banking business of JPMorgan Chase, has 
launched Chase Pay, a new digital payment 
solution that will work in stores, in app and 
online.

The bank’s customers can now use the 
mobile wallet app at more than 7,500 par-
ticipating Starbucks locations in the US and 
nearly 1,400 Best Buy stores.

To make payments, users download the 
Chase Pay app and sign in using the same 
User ID and password as they use to access 
Chase.com. The app will be preloaded with 
the customers’ Chase Visa credit, debit and 
liquid cards.

Through the app, Chase customers can 
pay with a mobile phone using QR codes at 
participating stores, check account balances, 
and view 90 days of transaction history.

Chase president of strategic alliances 
and loyalty solutions Jennifer Roberts said: 

“Chase Pay is special because it’s the first 
digital payments solution that benefits both 
consumers and merchants. By focusing on 
merchant needs first – lower cost, zero fraud 
liability – we’ve got a real opportunity to 
break through the mobile payments noise.”

JPMorgan Chase also plans to introduce 
the solution at Phillips 66, Conoco, 76, 
Walmart, ShopRite and The Fresh Grocer.<

DISTRIBUTION

Barclays to launch contactless 
mobile cash service in UK 

Barclays is set to release the UK’s first 
contactless mobile cash service, allowing 
customers to withdraw money with a tap of 
an NFC mobile phone or contactless debit 
card.

The new service, currently being piloted in 
the north of England, will enable customers 
to withdraw up to £100 ($124) in-branch.

Scheduled to be launched in over 180 
bank branches in 2017, the service will be 
enabled on over 600 in-branch machines.

Barclays said customers can pre-select 
the amount they wish to withdraw through 
the Barclays Mobile Banking app. Follow-
ing this, the customer just needs to tap their 
phone on a contactless reader to withdraw 
the cash in a maximum of 30 seconds.

The contactless service removes the risk of 
magnetic card skimming and distraction fraud.

Barclays UK CEO Ashok Vaswani said: 
“We are always looking for new ways to 
make our customers’ lives easier and their 
finances even more secure.
“Our customers now expect to be able to 

use their smartphone to make everyday pur-
chases.
“We want taking out cash to be just as 

easy. With Contactless Cash, customers can 
quickly and securely withdraw money with 
a tap of their phone.”<
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STRATEGY

EBRD reduces stake in 
Romania’s Banca Transilvania

The European Bank for Reconstruction and 
Development (EBRD) has reduced its equity 
stake in Romanian lender Banca Transilva-
nia by 2.9%.

The bank sold 104.5m shares through a 
private placement led by investment firm 
Wood & Company.

Even after the latest stake sale, the EBRD 
remains Banca Transilvania’s largest share-
holder, with an 8.6% stake.

EBRD acquired a 15% stake in Banca Tran-
silvania in 2001 which has since grown into 
the third-largest bank by assets in Romania.

EBRD director for EU banks Lucyna 
Stanczak-Wuczynska said: “The bank’s 
robust and adaptable business model, its 
proven ability to face headwinds with speed, 
openness and transparency, and its commit-
ted and highly experienced management 
make Banca Transilvania a strong, resilient 
and experienced lender.”
“As a continuing shareholder, the EBRD 

remains confident of Banca Transilvania’s 
future prospects. By reducing our stake we 
are helping to increase the liquidity of shares 
on the Bucharest Stock Exchange, while con-
tinuing to support a long-term growth strat-
egy,” she added.<

PRODUCTS

NatWest and RBS launch new 
mortgage offering 

NatWest and Royal Bank of Scotland (RBS) 
have launched a new mortgage product for 
home buyers with a deposit below 10%.

The launch comes as the UK government’s 
Help to Buy mortgage guarantee scheme is 
about to close at the end of the year.

The banking group said the offering will 
be open to everyone eligible under the gov-
ernment’s scheme, as well to those planning 
to buy a second home.

The new mortgage product, which opened 
to customers on 22 November 2016, is 
available to customers at the same rate as 
under the government scheme, ranging from 
3.69% to 4.59%.

The maximum home value will remain at 
£600,000 ($748,674), the bank said.

Lloyd Cochrane, head of mortgages at 
NatWest and Royal Bank of Scotland, com-
mented: “Buying your first home is a huge 
moment for our customers and we are com-
mitted to doing everything we can to help 
people realise that ambition.”

The government scheme was very popu-
lar with first-time buyers, with four in five 
(79%) applications from customers making 
their first steps on the property ladder.<

SECURITY

Visa amends its EMV debit card 
transaction-routing policies 

Visa has amended its chip debit card transac-
tion-routing policies to help merchants and 
acquirers better understand implementation 
options relating to the adoption of EMV 
chip technology in the US.

The latest move follows new guidance 
from the Federal Reserve and addresses a 
Federal Trade Commission inquiry. 

With Visa chip cards, debit routing and 
processing are enabled by two payment 
application identifiers (AIDs) on the chip 

– the US Common Debit AID or the Visa 
Debit AID.

An important modification enables mer-
chants to use only the AIDs on a card’s EMV 
chip to route a POS transaction to the debit 
network of their choice.

Visa has also clarified that merchants can 
opt to use the Common Debit AID exclu-
sively to route US debit transactions.

Merchants are not required to ask 
cardholders to select an AID or network.<

REGULATION

Citi & JPMorgan top regulators' 
list of globally important banks 

US banking giants Citi and JPMorgan have 
topped the Financial Stability Board’s list of 
global systemically important banks.

Released each year, the ranking shows the 
financial institutions with the most systemic 
importance in the global economy.

This year Citi replaced HSBC in the sec-
ond-highest bracket, which means it will 
now have to hold 2.5% of its assets as buffer 
capital on top of global minimum require-
ments to absorb losses during times of crisis.

HSBC joins BNP Paribas and Deutsche 
Bank in the third-highest bracket, which 
requires banks to hold a 2% buffer capital.

Barclays, Credit Suisse, Goldman Sachs, 
Industrial and Commercial Bank of China, 
Mitsubishi UFJ FG, and Wells Fargo were 
placed in the 1% surcharge category.

However, no banks were considered 
important enough to push into the top cat-
egory facing a 3.5% capital surcharge.<

M&A

Blom Bank to buy HSBC’s 
Lebanese arm 
Lebanon’s Blom Bank has agreed to acquire 
the assets and liabilities of HSBC’s Lebanese 
operations for an undisclosed sum.

HSBC Bank Middle East – Lebanon has 
been operating in Lebanon since 1946 and 
had three branches in Dora, Ras Beirut and 
St Georges Bay. The unit managed $953m in 
total assets as of 30 June 2016.

 All employees in the Lebanon business 
will migrate to Blom as part of the deal.

 “This acquisition falls under Blom Bank’s 
strategy of expanding its customer base and 
diversifying its assets and revenues. The 
transaction will help Blom Bank expand its 
corporate and commercial businesses as well 
as its retail activities,” Blom said.

The deal is expected to complete during 
the first half of 2017, subject to approval.<

STRATEGY

Deutsche Börse invests in 
German fintech firm figo

DB1 Ventures, the corporate venture 
capital arm of Deutsche Börse, has 
invested a seven-digit amount in Ger-
man fintech firm figo for a significant 
minority stake.

In the latest Series B financing round, 
in which other German investors also 
participated, figo raised around €6.8m 
($7.1m) in total.

figo is a service provider focused on 
building banking infrastructure. It has 
developed a fintech ecosystem and gen-
erated what it decribes as “a new stand-
ard for linking financial data”.

Ankur Kamalia, head of venture port-
folio management at Deutsche Börse, 
said: “The figo team has made clear the 
opportunities that exist for virtually every 
player in the financial sector and the enor-
mous potential that PSD2 implementa-
tion offers to the European industry.”

André Bajorat, CEO of figo, said: 
"Deutsche Börse represents a perfect 
partner for figo – a financially involved 
investor that is at the same time a stra-
tegic partner. ”<
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M&A

BOK Financial secures 
regulatory nod to buy Mobank 

BOK Financial has secured regulatory 
approval to acquire Missouri-based MBT 
Bancshares (Mobank).

Mobank has four banking centres in the 
Kansas City area. The bank’s president and 
CEO Grant Burcham will join BOK Finan-
cial as chairman.

Bank of Kansas City’s market president 
and CEO Michael Viazzoli will work along-
side Burcham to build the combined opera-
tions.
“The transaction is expected to contribute 

$0.04-0.06 to BOK Financial’s 2017 earn-
ings per share after integration costs,” BOK 
said.

Commenting on the deal, Viazzoli said: 
“Combining Mobank’s different approach to 
consumer and small business banking with 
our strength in commercial banking and 
wealth management will allow us to better 
serve clients. This is not a typical large-bank-
acquires-smaller-bank scenario.
“In this case, Mobank’s brand will be 

adopted across BOK Financial’s banking 
center network in Kansas City. We’ll take 
best practices from Mobank and combine 
them with resources from BOK Financial 
to provide a consumer banking experience 
unlike any other.”

Operational integration of the two banks 
is expected to be completed in the first quar-
ter of 2017. The BOK Financial brand will 
remain the customer-facing brand in com-
mercial banking and wealth management 
following the acquisition.

The $102.5m deal, announced in Decem-
ber 2015, is anticipated to be wrapped up on 
or around 30 November 2016.<

DISTRIBUTION

Co-operative Bank to shed 200 
jobs 

Troubled UK lender Co-operative Bank is set 
to cut 200 jobs to boost profitability as inter-
est rates remain low.

The move will affect a large number of 
management and head office roles, mainly in 
Manchester and Stockport, and areas where 
processes can be simplified and streamlined.

The move will not include the closure of 
any branches, the bank confirmed. The lay-
offs will be completed by the end of March 
2017.

The Co-operative Bank deputy CEO Liam 
Coleman said: “Decisions such as these are 
never easy, but these cost reductions are 
critical to progressing our turnaround and 
delivering a cost base which supports a sus-
tainable core bank.
“Over the coming weeks we will continue 

to consult with colleagues and trade unions 
on these proposals, and our focus will be 
to ensure that all impacted colleagues are 
treated sensitively and respectfully.”

The redundancies are part of a sweeping 
overhaul undertaken by the bank following 
its near-collapse in 2013.
“As we have said before, we will remain 

loss-making in 2016 and 2017 and while we 
continue to make progress with our turna-
round plan, in a challenging economic envi-
ronment, maintaining our focus on costs and 
delivery of initiatives are key to building a 
more resilient and sustainable bank,” Cole-
man added.<

SECURITY

NatWest tests BioCatch’s 
behavioural biometrics 
technology

UK lender NatWest has successfully tested 
Israeli startup BioCatch’s behavioural biom-
etrics technology to validate visitors to web-
sites and to secure online transactions.

NatWest has deployed BioCatch technol-
ogy since the beginning of the year within 
Coutts, its private banking arm.

The bank will pilot the technology with 
personal banking customers in 2017.

BioCatch said that its system captures 
more than 500 points of behaviour such as 
hand-eye coordination, pressure, hand trem-
ors, navigation, scrolling and finger move-
ments to create a unique user profile.

Via continuous authentication, it is also 
able to recognise behavioural anomalies 
from the point of login and throughout the 
entire session, the Israeli company claims.

NatWest chief administrative officer 
Simon McNamara said: “The technology 
that we’ve been able to deploy with the help 
of BioCatch has played a crucial role in 
strengthening our security systems.
“The breadth of behavioural biometrics 

that BioCatch technology can monitor is 
really impressive, and we’ve already seen 
many examples of it alerting us to suspicious 
activity.”

BioCatch CEO Eyal Goldwerger said: 
“With 48% of data security breaches across 
the financial services industry involving 
compromised web applications, the impor-
tance of validating a user not only at login 
but throughout a session as a way to prevent 
fraud, has taken on increasing urgency.”<

DISTRIBUTION

Czech bank Ceska sporitelna to 
accept UnionPay cards 

UnionPay International has signed an agree-
ment with Czech commercial bank Ceska 
sporitelna to expand its card acceptance in 
the country.

According to the agreement, all Ceska 
sporitelna ATMs will accept UnionPay 
cards. UnionPay and Ceska sporitelna will 
also cooperate in more fields, including local 
card issuance, and online and mobile pay-
ments.

UnionPay International CEO Cai Jianbo 
said: “With the implementation of the Belt 
and Road Initiative, we are accelerating the 
construction of UnionPay’s acceptance net-
work so as to improve customers’ card-using 
experiences, and to provide secure, conveni-
ent payment services.”

Currently, UnionPay cards are accepted 
for cash withdrawals at the ATMs of Ceska 
sporitelna, KB and those with the Euronet 
signage in the Czech Republic.<
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DISTRIBUTION

P2P lender Zopa to launch new 
digital bank 

UK-based peer-to-peer (P2P) lender Zopa 
has announced plans to launch an online-
only bank.

The lender said it will apply for a bank-
ing licence from the Prudential Regula-
tion Authority and the Financial Conduct 
Authority. The application process is expect-
ed to complete in 15-24 months, the lender 
said.

Zopa CEO Jaidev Janardana said: “The 
regulatory authorities in the UK have creat-
ed an environment that encourages innova-
tion, the adoption of new technologies, and 
competition. We welcome this as we believe 
it benefits customers.

 “We are responding to the positive regu-
latory environment and building on our 
experience to bring yet more choice to the 
market.”

The new company plans to offer FSCS-
protected deposit accounts to savers and 
overdraft alternatives to borrowers at launch 
to supplement existing loans and P2P inves-
tor products.

Launched in the UK in 2005, Zopa cur-
rently employs 187 staff in its London office. 
The company currently has over 63,000 
lenders and has lent over £1.82bn ($2.27bn) 
since its launch.<

RESEARCH

Cash remains king in Canada, 
for the time being at least 

Cash and other paper transactions, such 
as cheques, are still dominating the Cana-
dian payment system, according to a report 
released by the Payments Canada.

The Canadian Payment Methods and 
Trends report highlighted the changing pay-
ment behaviours of Canadian consumers 
and businesses, and pointed out that new 
payment channels are growing rapidly.

The report adds that the trends underpin 
the requirement for Canada to adapt its pay-
ment systems as the global payments ecosys-
tem changes, which is what Payments Cana-
da is doing through its modernisation drive.

According to the research, which focuses 
on trends between 2008 and 2015, the pay-
ments market in Canada grew to 20.9bn 
transactions and was worth more than 
CAD8.9trn ($6.6trn) in 2015.

Due to rising demand for speed, conveni-
ence and rewards, much of the increase is 
being driven at merchant locations.

Contactless payments increased by 70% in 
both volume and value of transactions in 2015.

Cash continues to account for the highest-
transaction volume but its use has decreased 
by 20% since 2011. Online transfers are the 
fastest-growing segment, and accounted for 
CAD45bn or 120m transactions in 2015.

Since 2011, the use of cheques has 
decreased by 25%, but the value was buoyed 
by commercial enterprises.

Payments Canada chief risk officer and 
vice-president of risk, security and research 
Carol Ann Northcott said: “The report is an 
important window into the future of pay-
ments technology in Canada.
“While paper-based payment methods 

continue to decline, emerging technology is 
shaping the future of the Canadian payment 
landscape.” <

TECHNOLOGY

Sterling Bank goes live with 
Temenos core banking solution 

Nigeria’s Sterling Bank has implemented a 
new core banking system from Temenos in a 

“big-bang” overhaul.
As part of the transformation, the bank 

rolled out the Temenos Universal Suite at all 
its 185 branches simultaneously to replace 
legacy systems.

Sterling Bank CEO Yemi Adeola said: 
“Technology has become the backbone of the 
global banking system, and we are commit-
ted to making the necessary investments to 
ensure we deliver a one-customer experience 
to all our customers.
“Our choice of Temenos is founded on its 

track record and reliable service delivery.”
Sterling Bank has an asset base of more 

than NGN890bn ($2.8bn).
The technology vendor said its core bank-

ing system will facilitate the bank’s growth 
plans, allowing it to reach customers in new 
locations and bring new products to market.

Temenos regional director Jean Paul Mer-
geai said: “By selecting the Temenos core-
banking solution to underpin its IT trans-
formation, Sterling Bank is implementing 
technology that should it them a competitive 
edge in a fast-moving market.”<
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Leveraging the customer experience 
from the 20th century
What should retail banks be doing to improve the in-branch customer experience? Is digital the standalone 
platform of the future or can it be successfully integrated into the retail branch experience? Richard 
Broadbent general manager of banking at Wincor Nixdorf UK writes on the developments in the industry

W
hen I started my working life in 
a city centre branch in the early 
1990s, the branch staff intimately 
knew the life stories of virtually 

everyone who walked through the door.
It seems quite strange then, with the 

advance in technology and subsequent avail-
ability of data over the intervening 20 years 
or so, that my bank – and I am sure I am not 
unique here – seems to know less about its 
customers than ever before. 

Given this, it is really surprising that 
research undertaken over the past two years 
shows that more than 40% of UK banking 
customers want a return to old-fashioned 
banking with a personalised service. This 
desire for your bank to know you is putting 
bricks-and-mortar branches right back at the 
heart of branch strategy. 

Financial institutions still appear encum-
bered with complex legacy systems that 
make it hard for them to create a truly 
intimate experience for customers, but this 
should not stop banks striving to achieve 
this as they look to transform their branch 
networks. So, what are the key things that  
banks need to consider to, not only improve 
the in-branch experience now, but to plan for 
three, five and even 10 years’ time?

The many faces of transformation
The first thing to acknowledge is that trans-
formation means different things to different 
people. For some, it’s all about the economic 
viability of the channel, for other it’s about 
creating a new and unique customer experi-
ence. Either way, the explosive adoption of 
digital banking coupled with a desire for a 
personalised in-branch service is driving the 
need for banks to create fully integrated, 
cross-channel services that enable seamless 
customer journeys regardless of the channel. 

Banks have begun this integration process, 
by automating routine tasks and services in-
branch, and by adopting mobile phone capa-
bility such as NFC and QR codes to improve 
cross-channel experience. Making the best 
use of self-service capability is driving more 
efficient branch processes and providing the 
opportunity for staff to focus on a higher 
level of consultation and personalised service.

For many financial institutions, a combi-
nation of factors drives branch transforma-
tion. Most will aim to improve efficiency in-
branch, using technology to enhance opera-
tional processes and improve both staff and 
cash journeys.

Alongside this, delivering a new, more 
effective customer experience is also vital, 
ensuring customers receive the services they 
want in a fast, efficient and intuitive way. 

This may mean that the traditional branch 
network is adapted to offer different services 
in different locations in order to best match 
the needs of the customer.

For example, a pop-up branch in a retail 
location can offer a truly convenient service, 
allowing customers to complete a variety of 
transactions in a single location, assisted by 
video tellers – where appropriate – to main-
tain the human touch.

For flagship branches the focus is more 
likely to be placed on sales and service, pro-
viding customers with one-to-one advice and 
self-service technology. 

Data-driven transformation
Faced with the challenge of accommodating 
the needs of a variety of customers with dif-
ferent demands, it is clear that financial insti-
tutions must make better use of the customer 
data available to them. 

In-branch, this data can be used to repli-
cate the coveted old-fashioned personalised 
service through self-service technology.

ATMs and other self-service devices are 
fully capable of using customer data and 
preferences to create unique personalised 
services, displaying personalised home pages 
and targeted content, alongside more routine 
elements such as transaction preferences.

Similarly, in-branch staff should have 
access to relevant and timely information 
about the customers they are serving via a 
roaming service device such as a tablet. 

The branch of the future
Given that our historically low interest 
rates look set to continue for the time being, 
banks are being driven to differentiate more 
through the customer experience. Digital 
has been, and will continue to be, a driving 
force in that regard, particularly for new and 
emerging brands, but ubiquity of service can 
make differentiation harder to achieve and 
even harder to sustain. The branch provides 
a real opportunity for change.

So, what will retail banks look like over the 
coming years? In the shorter term, financial 
institutions will continue to lay the grounds 
for their branch transformation plans, with 
a clear focus on securing long-term loyalty 
by delivering exemplary customer experi-
ences. With a new look and feel that takes 
the best from retail and banking combined, 
we expect banks to trial new services, invest 
in technology and become more flexible in 
their operational approach.

Self-service will continue to remain a key 
theme as financial institutions consider how 
to streamline services to not only provide 
customer convenience, but deliver long over-
due process efficiencies. Banking’s competi-
tive landscape will continue to thrive, driving 
industry change evolution. 

Branch transformation is by no means a 
new concept but many organisations have 
yet to implement their plans for change. 
After plentiful discussion and planning, the 
next 12-24 months will see a move towards 
implementation. We are likely to witness a 
shift in customer and cash journeys, with the 
benefits of branch transformation starting 
to flow through to customers and financial 
institutions alike.

How will the industry look beyond this? 
It is difficult to predict given the rate of trans-
formation. However, the consumer demand 
for choice, convenience and personalisation 
looks set to continue which – along with 
improving operational efficiency – will dic-
tate the industry’s future investment plans.

The important thing for today’s financial 
institutions is to ensure that they make best 
use of the tools at their disposal and future-
proof technology.<
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of digital fi nancial services 
solutions in association with 

Retail Banker International, 
Cards International, 

Electronic Payments 
International, Private Banker 

International, and Motor 
Finance publications.

Join The Club!
www.thedigitalbankingclub.com

Membership is free

For further information please email:

tdbc@intelligentenvironments.com

Membership benefi ts 

Join thousands of fi nancial 
services professionals who 

have joined The Digital 
Banking Club to understand 

the future of mobile and 
online fi nancial services  

 for new subscribers/purchasers on:

Annual subscription to Retail Banker 
International, Cards International, 

Electronic Payments International

World Market Intelligence’s archive of 
over 250 Retail Banking and Cards & 

Payments research reports

Subscription to the Retail Banking and 
Cards International Intelligence Centres

World Market Intelligence Ltd.’s bespoke 
research and consultancy services.

10% discount
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